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This lecture

• The basics of “tidal disruption events” (TDEs)
• Basic physics governing destruction of a star by a black hole
• How luminous can they be?
• Why are they interesting to so many researchers these days?
• Various effects of GR

• Observational studies of TDEs
• Why are they hard to find, and how did we do it?

• Extreme TDEs



I : The Basic Physics of TDEs
Star of radius R* disrupts if it 
approaches black hole closer than 
the “tidal radius”:

Can also be thought of as a 
comparison of densitie.



Evans & Kochanek (1989)



Basic properties of TDEs

• For sufficiently massive black holes, the star falls through event 
horizon before it is disrupted - so no observable event.  Critical mass 
108-109Msun (depends upon the type of star being disrupted and black 
hole spin).  Gives us a probe of low-mass black holes!

• After disruption, approx. half of stellar debris falls back.  The rate of 
mass fall-back is proportional to t-5/3.

• Matter falls back as a stream which self-intersects, shocks, and forms 
rotationally-supported disk.  The disk then accretes into the black 
hole.  Both stream-shocks and accretion disk produce e/m radiation.



Basic properties of TDEs (cont.)

• Result is an observable flare which decays as t-5/3. 
• Accretion rate then expected to monotonically decline.
• “Controlled laboratory experiment” in black hole accretion
• Rate of TDEs in a galaxy limited by “loss cone” effects.  Ultimately end 

up with rate of 10-4-10-5 per year per galaxy.







Hayakasi, Stone & Loeb
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II : How luminous can TDEs get?

• Matter pulled inwards by gravitational field, ~MBH/r2

• Matter pushed outwards by radiation force, ~L/r2

• So, in a simple spherically-symmetric picture, there is a critical 
luminosity above which radiation forces overwhelm gravity and push 
away the matter.  Known as the Eddington limit,

• Naively, we expect this to be the maximum luminosity of a TDE flare.



II : How luminous can TDEs get?

• But a separate question is how much stellar debris is pouring into the 
black hole and whether, in principle, it is trying to exceed the 
Eddington limit
• Approximate approach to this problem…
• Estimate the energy of the most bound debris immediately after disruption
• Find the orbital period of that piece of debris, Pmin
• Assume that Pmin will set the approximate timescale for the return of an 

appreciable fraction of the matter.
• Find that…



II : How luminous can TDEs get? (cont)

• Question - can a realistic source exceed this limit and, if so, how?

• Make the particles more massive…
• What counts is the mass per electron.
• So, Eddington limit is double for pure-He comparted with pure-H

• Decrease the cross-section…
• High-energy photons with E>mec2 have decreased cross-section (Klein-Nishina)

• Break spherical symmetry
• “Beam” the radiation away from the direction of the incoming matter



III : Discovery of TDEs

• Almost 20 years from prediction (1998) to secure observational 

detection (2006).  Why so long?

• Rate per galaxy is low… need to monitor large number of galaxies

• Supernovae are 100-1000x more common… need to be able to distinguish

• Progress required us to have

• Surveys that are sensitive and cover large patches of sky 

• Ways to tell supernovae and TDEs apart (X-rays, light-curve, spectra)

• First hints in 1990s…

• Analysis of ROSAT All Sky Survey found X-ray flares from centres of a small 

number of galaxies (but were they TDEs or extremely variable AGN?)



Komossa et al.



III : Discovery of TDEs (cont.)

• Robust detections from 2006 onwards:
• Sensitive survey, 80 sq degrees of sky with GALEX satellite 
• Gezari et al. (2006) found several candidates with long-lived t-5/3 decay
• Since then have detected >20 candidates
• See https://tde.space/
• Many TDEs nowadays found by large survey instruments.
• E.g. All Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASASSN) which is sensitive 

down to mv=17
• Some TDEs continue to be found by X-ray satellites (SWIFT, XMM-Newton)



GALEX Deep Imaging Survey

Gezari et al. (2006)



YEARGezari et al. (2008)



ASASSN





IV : Extreme X-ray selected TDE

• Case study : SwiftJ1644+57
• Discovered by the Swift satellite on 28-March-2011

• Flagged gamma-ray burst software in burst alert telescope (BAT)
• Automatic systems repointed within 60 seconds…
• Allowed sensitive X-ray Telescope (XRT) to observe
• Found variable source coincident with z=0.3 galaxy

• Initially thought to be a gamma-ray burst!
• But found to be long lived, fading as t-5/3.
• Peak luminosity found to be almost 103LEdd!
• Also found to be a brightening source of radio emission

• Believe that we are seeing the birth of a relativistic jet



MBH~106Msun
LEdd~1044erg/s






